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Benefits of AP courses: The Most Academic and Cost Efficient Decision  

While an ordinary teen seeks successful grades through undemanding courses, others choose 

to embark the challenging road of Advanced Placement classes (AP). AP courses prepare students 

for the future academic experience through rigorous college-level content. These classes cover 

complex material and require dedication and work efficiency. With the level of dedication these 

courses demand, AP students often wonder why they undertake such challenging work long before 

entering college.  

AP programs involve intense work inside and outside the classroom. These courses require 

self-reliance and commitment, which build skills needed throughout college years, such as time-

management and study methods. Carlos Ponce, a North Cobb High School alumni, claims that in an 

AP course, students must and will master time management, organizational, note-taking, and test-

taking skills. These obtained proficiencies become significant allies regarding the pressures 

encountered by undergraduate students.  

Every student holds a skill that he or she brings to the class. Yet, the possibility of growing 

other proficiencies remains. Rona Wilensky, author of the article “High Schools Have Got It Bad 

for Higher Ed—And That Ain’t Good,” argues that students must “come equipped with skills” into 

AP courses. David Oxborn, writer of “The Rush to Take More AP Courses Hurts Students, High 

Schools, and Colleges,” agrees with Wilensky that high school officials promote AP courses only to 

those with naturally enhanced minds and critical-thinking skills.  While endorsing Wilensky and 

Oxborn’s commentary, Carlos Ponce adds, “taking an AP course is a risk: the risk of failing is high if 
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not mentally ready.” By focusing on a person’s eligibility, both authors and Ponce overlook a 

student’s ability of growing and expanding skills while taking the course. In these advanced courses, 

students develop intellectual thinking, sophisticated communication skills, and appreciation for the 

subject. Ultimately making AP courses an academically beneficial pathway.  

AP courses benefit students academically and financially. Ponce, a Valdosta State University 

student, took eight AP courses, earned the college credit for each, and omitted five college freshmen 

classes, which saved the mechanical engineering major $10,000-- a semester’s worth tuition. 

Students’ awareness of college expenses influences finding alternate methods of affordability. When 

earning a score of three, four, or five on an AP exam, a student can omit the related college class, 

ultimately lessening costs. Traci Mosser, author of the article “The AP Jumpstart,” discusses 

Christon Horstman, former high school student who reveals taking three AP courses. The published 

writer states, “The credits earned from scoring well on the exams allowed him to graduate from 

Westminster College in just three years.” While Advanced Placement courses challenge high school 

students, they provide opportunities to refine time-management, enhance study skills, and reduce 

overall time in and expenses on college.  Horstman and Ponce’s similar experiences assert AP 

courses as the most cost efficient decision, making higher education affordable and achievable.  

In AP’s vigorous courses, students learn to interpret, synthesize, and analyze subjects.  

 According to Jessica Bock in “AP Courses vs. Dual Credit: What’s Best for High School Students,” 

students learn by not only assessments and assignments but sharing perspectives using 

communication skills.  In “What’s an AP Class Like?” the College Board agrees with Bock when 

stating, “In AP classes, [students] will be asked to add [their] unique perspective.” AP classes edify 

high-level analyzing and critical thinking that when mastered, produce collegiate success. 

AP courses create academic preparation. The transition from high school to college, 

described as an eye opening experience, makes students realize and refine slacking habits. To avoid a 
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stressfully dramatic academic change, students prepare by acknowledging the distinction between 

high school and college classes. Ponce, NCHS honor graduate, remarks, “In standard curriculum 

classes, there are more graded assignments. In college-level courses, class grade consists of merely 

papers, tests, and projects.” While Ponce presents logical claims, Wilensky disagrees, claiming AP 

courses feature the “more” factor: more reading, more assignments, more topics, and more 

homework. This view fails to acknowledge that AP coursework challenges students with less work 

but complex content. The lack of additional assignments effectively draws attention and dedication 

to major assignments. Small alternative assignments, expressed as “busy work,” distract from key 

evaluation assessments. Additionally, every assignment is the underpinning to a major evaluation.   

College academic preparation benefits students academically and financially. Considering 

college costs and today’s economic downfall, the possibility of continuing education becomes a 

fading reality for many high school students. By scoring well in an AP course and its related exam, 

the earned credit saves on college expenses. In “Earn College Credits,” the College Board affirms 

these credits save students and their families thousands of dollars in college tuition. Educational 

leaders offer these advantages to all students so that a person’s financial status does not determine 

education quality. 

In the increasingly competitive world of college admissions, students aim to obtain any 

particular activity that highlights their application. By underlining their success in an AP course, the 

applicants identify themselves as people who possess “what it takes to succeed in an undergraduate 

environment” (“Standing Out in College Admissions”). AP courses imply that the student has taken 

the most arduous classes their high school has to offer. Admission officials receive evidence that the 

student has refined his or her skills to meet college standards.  

A recently conducted study by the University of Texas found that forty percent of high 

school graduates who took an AP course and its exam completed college in less than four years. 
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Whereas taken standard curriculum classes, twenty percent of students finished in four years or 

more (Klein). The study, financed by the College Board, “provided strong support for AP program 

benefits over non-AP experiences for students and their subsequent GPA, credits earned, and 

graduation performance.” The research, conducted by University of Texas’ researchers Linda L. 

Hargrove and Barbara Dodd, researchers at the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board, adds 

weight to the argument that AP courses alter the conventional time spent in college and expenses. 

Ultimately, the pre-college experience acts as a relying factor to students’ success. AP courses 

prepare individuals for the academic pressures of college by obtaining significant classroom skills. 

Successfully completing an AP course and scoring well on its exam allows a student omission from 

college freshmen courses— reducing expenses and time spent on college. The admissions process 

seems bleak and unpredictable; however, AP courses show admission officials the student’s 

readiness for the college academic work.   
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